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In this paper� NACA ���� airfoil was studied� focusing on the pressure

distribution� lift and drag forces� Changing of the ground clearance was

considered� too� Meanwhile� the angle of attack was changed from �� to

���� Pressure coe�cient reached a higher amount on the wing lower surface

when the ground clearance diminished� Increment of the angle of attack led

to outspread of the high pressure domain over the lower surface and so led

to greater lift force� For higher angles of attack� the ground clearance had

no e�ect on the pressure distribution� Mostly for high angles of attack� the

suction e�ect on the upper surface made an adverse pressure gradient which

could cause turbulent behavior and �nally enhanced the drag force� To solve the

problem� the SIMPLE algorithm was utilized� Moreover� the QUICK algorithm

and second�order upwind were used for momentum veri�cation and turbulent

viscosity� respectively� Finally� the e�ciency of the utilized model was checked�

It was observed that unlike the Spalart�Allmaras� the k � � model cannot give

acceptable results admitting experimental data� This matter is depicted for drag

and lift coe�cients and also the pressure distribution on both surfaces of the

airfoil�
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INTRODUCTION

Actually� two phenomena are involved in the increase
of the lift force and the reduction of the drag when
a wing is in close proximity to ground� The ground
e�ect is a common name for both e�ects and this is
the parameter that makes the investigation of Wing�
in�Ground�e�ect �WIG� vehicle�s behavior worthwile�
Span dominated and chord dominated ground e�ects
are the two phenomena� These designations are related
to the fact that the main parameter in the span
dominated ground e�ect is the height�to�span ratio�
whereas in the chord dominated ground e�ect it is the
height�to�chord ratio� Here� the literature is focused on
the latter and all e�orts have been made to compare
this numerical study with a previous experimental
study that veri�ed this case� i�e� the work of Ahmed
and Sharma 	
�� The chord dominated ground e�ect
increases the lift� An air cushion is created by the
high pressure that builds up under the wing when it is
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approaching the ground� For a small ground distance�
the air can even stagnate under the wing and make
the highest possible pressure� Of course� sometimes
the chord dominated ground e�ect may decrease the
lift� Usually� it happens when the bottom of the foil
is convex and the angle of incidence is very low or
negative� so low�pressure air sucks the airfoil down�
To avoid this problem� the pressing side of the airfoil
should be as �at as possible and the angle of attack
should be positive�

The e�ect of ground clearance on the lift and
drag of an airfoil was studied in the ����s 	��
�� The
streamline patterns over the trailing and leading edges
of a WIG can be seen in Ref� 	��� Logically� with
the increase of the e�ective angle of attack� the lift
force increases but the drag reduces as a result of the
lack of downwash� Normally� if we announce L as lift
force and D as drag force� the LD proportion plays
an important rule in the way an aircraft moves� It
means that since the thrust is equal to the drag and
the weight is equal to the lift in a steady �ight� this
proportion can be signi�cant in the movement of the
aircraft� By dwindling the height of the �ight� the lift
force will increase while the drag force decreases� So�
in comparison with the former craft� this model which
moves near the ground will consume less fuel� Also�
there are other bene�ts for WIGs such as less needed
energy for taking o� and fewer hazards of incidents
because of being near the ground� As a result� verifying
the �ow behavior over the wing is worthwile�

Years ago� many researchers studied the char�
acteristics of WIGs� specially those that �y on the
water� and obtained signi�cant results� Ollila 	��
veri�ed di�erent types of vehicles used under di�erent
conditions� Ando 	�� studied the designs of these
overwater vehicles� Fuel saving and speed can be
named as two reasons that encourage researchers to
try harder to improve overwater WIGs� Hence� some
experimental studies as well as a number of theoretical
works on the in�uence of di�erent wing con�gurations
on the aerodynamic parameters were carried out 	������
Some experimental and numerical works also portrayed
that moving near the ground can help increase the lift
force 	������ The behavior of a single element airfoil
was studied by Ranzenbach and Barlow 	������ by
considering the ground e�ect� They did experiments
and numerical studies and found out that the lift force
reaches its maximum at the ground clearance of ����c�
Also� in the case when the airfoil is very near to the
ground� the lift force diminishes and the philosophy
beyond it is that the boundary layer near the ground
and the boundary layers for the airfoil somehow merge�
Inviscid �ow codes are used to evaluate the lift force
whereas they have tendency to show a great value of
lift when they are very close to the ground� Ahmed and
Kohama 	��� surveyed the e�ect of wing spacing and

the angle of attack by experiment� The in�uence of tip
vortex characteristics on the aerodynamic performance
of a cambered airfoil was studied by Zhang et�al� 	����
Zarihan and Zhang 	��� used a �at plate to reduce
suction force and they focused on the pressure� lift
and drag coe�cients� Observing the separated �ow�
they explained that a combination of air separation
and lower surface suction accounts for this lift force
reduction� Another work of Zarihan and Zhang 	���
shows that because of the separation of the boundary
layer� a thicker wake took place when the ground
clearance became less� Dominy 	��� observed that when
the wing moves very near to the ground� because of
an adverse pressure gradient� there would be a wing
stall� Ahmed and Gooranatre 	��� investigated di�erent
angles of attack and ground clearances� too� They came
to the conclusion that the amount of the lift and drag
coe�cients increases with the angle of attack� As it
is obvious� most of the studies are related to force
measurement� some of them concentrate on surface
pressure� lift and drag forces� and a few have explored
wake� So� detailed investigations are still needed�

The literature in this paper deals with the aero�
dynamic behaviors such as pressure distribution on
the surface� and the lift and drag coe�cients for the
NACA���� airfoil for various attack angles and ground
clearances�

NUMERICAL METHOD

The utilized turbulence model is the Spalart�Allmaras
model� In this model� the transport equation is as
fallow�
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The transported variable in the Spalart�Allmaras
model� ��� is identical to the turbulent kinematic vis�
cosity except in the near�wall �viscous�a�ected� region�
Also� it can be mentioned that the turbulence kinetic
energy� k� is not calculated in the Spalart�Allmaras
model�

For this model� the turbulent viscosity� �t� is
computed from �t � ��vf�� where the viscous damping

Figure �� Airfoil NACA ����
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function is given by�
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Moreover for the inlet and outlet boundary conditions
the velocity inlet and pressure outlet are chosen
respectively� To identify the ground e�ect a no�slip
wall condition is considered for the boundary condition
below the airfoil� To have an identical situation for the
wind tunnel the upper wall of the model is considered
as a no�slip wall too� The SIMPLE algorithm is used
to solve the problem� Moreover the QUICK algorithm
is used for momentum veri�cation and second�order
upwind is used to account for turbulent viscosity� In
this investigation the above and below spaces of the
airfoil were highly signi�cant so �ner meshes are used
in these areas� For grid independency of the solution
di�erent number of meshes were tested� As an example
the mesh number ��
�� can be named which led to
cd����� and cl���� for the angle of attack of ��� and
h�c������ The appropriate mesh number was ������
which had the best result amongst other cell numbers�
Its results were cd������ and cl������ Furthermore
the cell number ������ was tested but its results did
not show much di�erence� So it is more sensible to use
������ as an acceptable mesh number� Here according
to other literatures for wind tunnel turbulent intensity
is assumed to be ���� and the amount of turbulent
length scale is equal to �� mm� the air that inters the
domain has a �� m�s velocity in x direction� Finally
a pressure based solver is used in this analysis which
applies a steady condition�

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of this investigation for the �ve angles of
attack and di�erent ground clearances are argued here�
First of all the surface pressure distribution is dealt
with�

Figures � to � show the pressure coe�cients for
di�erent h�cs for the angle of attack ���� So for h�c
values up to ���� there is a high amount of Cp on the

Figure �� Meshed region around NACA �����

Figure �� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ��� for h�c������

Figure �� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ��� for h�c�����

pressure side� When the trailing edge touches the plate
the amount of Cp is approximately one� By the increase
of the amount of h�c Cp which is nearly � at the �rst
location diminishes toward the trailing edge as shown
in Figures � to �� Figure � is the result of a comparison
between di�erent models� In order to justify why the
Spalart�Allmaras was used in this e�ort one result
of another model called k � � which was virtually a
better choice amongst others is depicted here and it is
clear that the Spalart�Allmaras gives more admissible
results according to the experimental achievements�
This justi�cation is made for other cases but the angle
of attack ��� is a sample here�

Figures � to � depict the results for the angle �����
As it was expected for this angle of attack and the
angles more than this there would be higher values
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Figure �� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ��� for h�c�����

Figure �� Comparison of di�erent models in the results
of the pressure distribution on the surface for the angle of
attack ��� and h�c������

for Cp on the lower surface throughout the airfoil and
the ramming action accounts for that since there is no
divergent path under the wing anymore� Because of
the suction e�ect at the beginning of the airfoil where
there is maximum suction� the amount of Cp is the
most negative and it enhances to the amount of ���
when approaching the trailing edge� The outstanding
phenomenon is the stability of the pressure distribution
on the upper surface for this angle of attack for di�erent
h�cs� Logically� as it is shown in the following parts�
because of the higher pressure on the lower part of the
wing for low ground clearances� the amount of the lift
force is higher there� By comparing the �gures� it can
be concluded that when the angle of attack increases�
this high pressure region� which is on the lower side�
evolves toward the trailing edge� The ramming e�ects

is in complete agreement with the angle of attack� so
they vary in the same direction�

In Figures �� to ��� the results for the angle of
attack 	� are shown� As it is obvious for the ground
clearance of ���	� the upper surface had greater suction
e�ect in comparison with smaller angles of attack� In
this occasion� the lower surface experiences a high
pressure region near the trailing edge� The pressure
coe
cient is also positive in all points of the lower
surface for h�c����	� As the �ow moves toward the
trailing edge� the velocity reduces since in almost all
angles of attack and all amounts of ground clearances�
the pressure on the suction side evolves remarkably
from the leading edge� For higher angles of attack�
because of a higher divergence angle� there would be
an adverse pressure gradient� So the reduction in

Figure �� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ���� for h�c������

Figure �� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ���� for h�c���	��
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Figure �� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ���� for h�c�����

Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack �� for h�c������

velocity is meaningful� But for little angles of attack�
the divergence angle is not great enough to play an
obstacle rule to reduce the velocity�

Figures �� to �� represent the pressure distribu�
tion throughout the surface of the airfoil for the angle
of attack 	��� for di�erent ground clearances� The
considerable fact is that when the airfoil approaches the
ground� there is a great suction e�ect on the upper side�
while the pressure coe
cient is positive in all points of
the lower surface� For the ground clearance ����� it
can be seen that as a result of its having a convergent�
divergent form� there is a suction e�ect on the lower
side� Zerihan and Zhang ��� admitted existence of
suction e�ect on the lower side� too� But they did not
justify this phenomenon� A fact that will be discussed
in the next part is that when the airfoil approaches

the ground� a greater increase in velocity is observed�
By the enhancement of the ground clearances� both
the suction e�ect on the upper side and the pressure
on the lower side diminish� The outstanding fact is
that when the airfoil is placed at a farther distance
of the plate� the suction e�ect on the upper surface
of the airfoil decreases and simultaneously the high
pressure on the lower surface disappears� So� in order
to gain such results and verify them� it is worthwhile to
have a good comparison of the pressure distribution in
di�erent situations such as the smallest and the largest
ground clearance� In this way� the in�uence of the
ground e�ect on how the �ow over the airfoil behaves
can be investigated�

Figures �� to �� demonstrate the result of pres�
sure distribution on the airfoil surface for the angle of

Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack �� for h�c������

Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack �� for h�c���	�
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Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ���� for h�c������

Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ���� for h�c�����

attack of �� at di�erent distances of the plate� As it was
discussed� a consequence of the ramming action can be
the high pressure on the lower surface of the airfoil at
the points near to the leading edge� which is clear in
these achievements� When the ground clearance is at
its minimum� the pressure has the most positive value
on the lower surface� At little distances of the plate
like h�c���� and h�c����	� the observed suction e�ect
is amazing since the pressure is positive there� The
key factor that can account for it is the convergent

divergent form which is shaped because of the form of
the airfoil and the area between it and the plate� and
surly this is a�ected more in little ground clearances� A
few calculations were done on the pressure theoretically
according to Bernoulli�s and continuity equations ���

Although there are some di�erences� the trend of
changes does not show wide discrepencies�

Considering the shape of the airfoil� at the point
where it has maximum thickness minimum pressure
is expected� The friction that causes pressure loss
makes the pressure of the downstream of this point
become less than the pressure of its upstream� This
friction also leads to smaller pressure at the last points
of the wing than the pressure near the leading edge�
However� near the trailing edge� another interesting
thing happens and that is the increment of pressure
in the divergent zone to meet the �ow coming from
upper side� As previously believed� when the wing
approaches the plate more and more� friction plays a
more important part in the pressure drop�

When the wing is placed at a farther distance

Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack ���� for h�c�����

Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack �� for h�c������
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Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack �� for h�c������

Figure ��� Pressure distribution on the airfoil surface for
the angle of attack �� for h�c������

of the plate� the e�ectiveness of the ground e�ect
is not considered that much� So� for this angle of
attack� the pressures of the upper and lower sides of
the wing near the leading edge are approximately iden�
tical� because the NACA���� is shaped symmetrically�
Probing into the location of the wing� we found out
that by increasing the ground clearance the amount
of Cp diminishes by a consistent trend till it gets a
negative amount� Then� it stabilizes to some extent�
As discussed above� the 	ows of the upper side and
the lower side converge in the same way due to the
symmetric form of the geometry� So� this convergence
of the 	ow leads to the enhancement of the velocity as
a result of which the pressure is reduced� This can be
a good reason for the negative value of Cp in higher
ground clearances� In ref� 
��� which veri�ed the case

experimentally� the values of the pressure coe�cient
on the suction side were compared with the theoretical
values of ref� 
�� for high ground clearances to admit
that no negative parameter was imposed on the suction
e�ect or acceleration over the airfoil surface because of
the di�erence in size and situation of the test section�
In this study� the rule is obeyed� too� Considering the
trend of this investigation� it can be concluded that by
enhancing the angle of attack� the high pressure region
evolves toward the trailing edge and higher values of the
pressure coe�cient are observed on the lower surface�
When the wing approaches the plate� because of the
ground e�ect� the stagnation point changes toward the
lower surface and it can be justi�ed by the pressure
enhancement� On the other hand� the velocity over

Figure ��� The lift and drag coe�cients for the angle of
attack �� and di�erent ground clearances and comparison
between experimental and numerical methods�

Figure ��� The lift and drag coe�cients for the angle of
attack ���� and di�erent ground clearances and comparison
between experimental and numerical methods�
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the wing is increased due to the ground e�ect which
pushes more air to pass over the suction surface� and
consequently the pressure decreases there� Finally� the
scenario of the increase of pressure on the pressure side
and decrease of it on the suction side has the exposition
of the increase in the lift force�

LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS

In this section� calculations for the lift and drag
coe�cients are presented�

Figures �� to �� indicate the results for di�erent
angles of attack with various ground clearances� Iron	
ically� the results of the present study for the lift and
drag forces go along with the achievements of other

Figure ��� The lift and drag coe�cients for the angle of

attack �� and di�erent ground clearances and comparison

between experimental and numerical methods�

Figure ��� The lift and drag coe�cients for the angle of

attack ���� and di�erent ground clearances and comparison

between experimental and numerical methods�

researchers 
��������� As it is obvious through the
diagrams� when the wing approaches the ground� the
lift force is stronger� The angle of attack �� contains
most values of the lift coe�cient and its minimum
comes down to approximately �� For all angles of
attack� the e�ect of ground clearance can be observed in
the behavior of the �gs� In this study� the suction e�ect
on the lower surface was not found for very low ground
clearances� but for a bit higher ones it was� So� the lift
force in very little ground clearance would be higher�
while Zerihan and Zhang 
��� announced that� in their
e�orts� they found small amounts of lift force when the
wing approached the ground as much as possible due to
the suction e�ect� The condition of the surface which
is used at the bottom is in�uential on the amount of
the suction e�ect on the lower surface� That is the way
this e�ect will be increased using a rougher surface�
The variation of the pressure coe�cient has in�uence
on the �ow acceleration on the wing� So� for the angle
of attack ����� since the minimum amount is not very
low� the air moves smoothly� Normally� when we talk
about the lift force� we should mention that this force is
driven from the high pressure which is below the wing�
For h�c����� the convergent	divergent path between
the wing and the plate causes pressure drop on the
lower surface� which a lower lift force�

To verify the drag coe�cient� the lower angles of
attack can be mentioned �rst� For � and ����� as it
is seem� the drag coe�cient does not have a sensible
degree variation which been admitted by Ahmed and
Gooranatne� too 
���� This trend is di�erent for higher
angles of attack� When the �ow is separated from
the wing before reaching the trailing edge� Cd goes up
due to the formed wake region� So� for the angle of
attack of �� and the higher ones� the drag coe�cient
increases with the distance of the plate� The shape
of airfoil is somehow that this pressure drag becomes
more impressive in higher angles of attack� Other
investigators� e�g� M�S� Shin 
��� also veri�ed the case
for the lift and drag forces� Fink commented that�
for a �D case with the same con�guration� he did not
observe Cd variation for angles of attack ���� to �����
It is worthwhile to say that in all occasions the lift
force slightly diminishes when the ground clearance
is increased� Another researcher 
��� studied the
NACA �� in the situation with no ground e�ect and
Re��������

Reasonably� the amounts of lift forces in the
present study for h�c��� which are less a�ected by
the ground e�ect are similar to the results that were
reported in that study� On the other hand� the
amounts of drag forces are higher in comparison with
those in that study 
��� and this is mainly because
of the discrepancy of the Reynolds number� Figure
�� is another sample which clari�es the reason why
the Spalart	Allmaras was used in this study� The lift
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and drag coe�cients for the angle of attack ��� are

compared for di�erent models� As it is obvious� the

k � � model could not match the experimental results

as well� So the Spalar	Allmaras was a better choice�

CONCLUSIONS

In the present study� the NACA ���� airfoil was

numerically analyzed in various situations� The e�ects

of two parameters� ground e�ect and angle of attack� on

the aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil were veri�ed�

When the airfoil is very near to the plate� the high

pressure on the lower surface creates a high value of

the lift force� For angles of attack less than ��� because

of a convergent	divergent path made between the airfoil

and the plate� a suction e�ect on the lower side of the

Figure ��� The lift and drag coe�cients for the angle of
attack ��� and di�erent ground clearances and comparison
between experimental and numerical methods�

Figure ��� Comparison of di�erent models in the results
of the lift and drag coe�cients for the angle of attack ����

airfoil is created which reduces the lift force� When the

angle of attack increases� high values of Cp are found

on the lower side which is a reason for the lift force

enhancement�

In order to identify an appropriate model for this

e�ort� another model was tested� Here� the main aim

was the veri�cation of the e�ciency of the k� � model�

So� the case was prepared for this purpose and the

results of the lift and drag forces and the pressure

distribution for a special case were presented�

The results for di�erent models studied here and

the achievements of the experimental methods show

that the Spalart	Allmaras gives a better sense� Al	

though the k� � model is an acceptable model� for this

case� it could not behave as expected� Therefore� the

Spalart	Allmaras was chosen to investigate the problem

with more accurate answers�
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